
Auckland

DANCE SCHOOL - EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY

 

Calling all Dancers, Owners, Teachers and Dance Enthusiasts.

 

This successful Dance School offers potential plus for a new owner to capitalise

on a solid base of students, grow the role further and reap the rewards from this

already profitable business.

 

With a very part time working owner who enjoys a six-figure income, excellent

supporting teachers and proven systems in place this really is a dream business

and one that you would be proud to be associated with.

 

The studios are beautifully presented and well positioned in a top Auckland

suburb - Opportunities like this do not come around often.

 

Price by negotiation. 

 

Thank you for your interest in this business. Please do not hesitate to request

further information or help regarding this opportunity.

 

Due to the sensitive nature of this business very strict confidentiality applies
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and we appreciate that this communication has been generated to you from us

however if you are an interested party, you will need to meet with us first and be

happy to share your business background (dance style etc) and possible plan for

business ownership or expansion of your existing business. This information is

most important for us to be able to share with the owner of the school to enable

them to evaluate your suitability to purchase the school. Thank you in advance

for your understanding on this and the need for confidentiality and sensitivity

around any details whatsoever being released in regard to the location, dance

style or other identifying features prior to the owners approval.

 

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


